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swiss art - duckboard place

The Swiss Club in Victoria is in a very fortunate position to own their premises at 
89 Flinders Lane in Melbourne. At the current address, the Club has been the home 
away from home for many Swiss since 1973. However, the Swiss Club of Victoria 
has been around much longer, since 1899. 

Over the last 122 years it has become the most significant promoter of Swiss 
Culture in Victoria and beyond its borders. Switzerland is a culturally rich country 
which is reflected in a wide range of traditional customs across 26 cantons, its 4 
languages, its regional food dishes, its pioneering background across humanitarian, 
industrial and technology sectors and, of course, its vibrant arts culture. It’s so much 
more than the often cited stereotypes of Swiss chocolate, Swiss cheese, watches, 
and cowbells (no, cuckoo clocks and lederhosen are not Swiss).

The ‘SwissArt’ Duckboard Place laneway exhibition is an initiative by the Swiss Club 
of Victoria to add art to the world renowned vibrant Melbourne Laneway culture. The 
idea was to use the Duckboard Lane facade as a canvas and to utilise 11 bricked up 
window recesses to showcase contemporary Swiss art by artist that are Swiss, are 
of Swiss heritage or have connection to Switzerland.

With the help of the Swiss Consulate in Sydney, the Swiss Club was able to connect 
with artists across Australia. The final 11 curated pieces represent different art 
disciplines across photography, fine art painting, sculpting, ceramics, art installation, 
tattooing and printmaking.

The Duckboard Lane Exhibition will be open to the public for the next 12 months. 
Thereafter, the Swiss Club will commission another 11 artist to showcase their work.

To make the Duckboard Laneway Exhibition possible we like to thank the following 
contributors:

Deputy Consul-General of Switzerland Didier Boschung for his kind support and 
help to source talented Swiss artists across the continent.

Our exhibitioning artists:  
Andre Braun, Joe Felber, Brigit Heller, Piere-Andre Ceschin, Dorothée Heibel, 
Helen Mueller, Nicole Lötscher, Natalie Schell, Jessika Steiner, Edmond 
Thommen and Christian Roth.

The organisers: Barbara Kündig, who’s brain child it was, Patrick Rychner that 
made it all happen and the Swiss Club of Victoria for the financial support and 
providing the ‘canvas’ at 89 Flinders Lane/ Duckboard PlaceT, Melbourne.



jessika  steiner
www.jessikasteinerart.com
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Jessika was born in New Caledonia where she lived on her Swiss father’s hand-built yacht 
before calling Berowra Waters home.

Growing up surrounded by bushland and water has provided a foundation of memories which 
Jessika sees as fundamental to her artistic practice.

Jessika’s current practice in acrylic and mixed media translates memories and nostalgia into 
colour and form. 

“Through extensive experimentation and play, I discovered a way to communicate my mind’s 
snapshots of the vivid colours and organic shapes of my childhood. The themes found in 
natural forms that make up such an immense part of my history are also entwined with my 
growing passion for poetry and literature, in particular, Sylvia Plath and Margaret Atwood. 

These works are the product of a ‘creative flow’, an organic and spontaneous process of 
painting and creating that reflects and informs my appreciation of the natural world and the 
impact of women writers on my art.

Jessika’s artworks are found in private collections in Australia, Switzerland, Japan and the U.K. 
as well as her artist collaborative work in hotels and restaurants. 

Title: The Resilience of Land 
Medium: Acrylic and shellac on linen. Dimensions: 116x116cm

This piece is inspired by the immense unseen strength of the land and water. Through drought, 
fire and an array of natural disasters the Australian land has regenerated itself over and over. 
Not only was I moved by the experience of my fellow Australians who experienced bushfires in 
early 2020, I have seen this first hand witnessing bushfires that swept across my home town 
in the mid 1980’s. To see the immense firey hill across the bay from my house contrasted with 
the life-giving river water below is forever imprinted in my memory. In my mind, it is the water 
that won the fight. And to see this destruction slowly replaced by gentle regeneration and new 
life is something I will never forget.

The Resilience of Land is a celebration of this environment and an ode to that prevailing water.



brigit heller
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and form. I am a keen observer of the natural as well as the man-made environment. Being 
acutely aware of the disconnect between the built and natural environment. I am attempting at 
building bridges and creating experiences for my audience. My arts practice explores a variety 
of traditional art and craft techniques and processes.

Brigit has held a number of solo exhibitions around Australia, has been a finalist in the Helen 
Lempriere National Sculpture Award, the McClelland Survey & Award, The Deakin University 
Contemporary Small Sculpture Award and the Lorne Sculpture Biennale to name just a few. 
Brigit has won the National Gallery of Victoria Trustees Award, the World Sculpture News Prize, 
the Moonee Valley Artecycle Award, the Regional Artist Award at the Lorne Sculpture Biennale 
and the Toorak Village Sculpture Prize with her work being highly commended in many other 
competitions.

Brigit has created a variety of different public artworks that can be found in Victoria and 
Tasmania. Her works can be found in public and private collections around Australia, New 
Zealand and Switzerland.



joe felber
www.joefelber.com

Joe Felber was born in 1951 in Sursee and now  lives in Adelaide. He studied architecture in 
Lucerne and practiced for several years as a draftsman in different location and offices mainly 
in Switzerland. In 1980 he migrated to Australia and settled in Sydney. In 1989 Joe returned to 
Zurich and worked and exhibited mainly in Germany (Cologne, Frankfurt and Hamburg) and 
since 1991 in New York with Lennon Weinberg Inc. A year later he moved to Cologne where 
he lived for 5 years before returning to Australia. He completed his Master of Art (by Research) 
Dept. Sculpture at Melbourne  RMIT in 2000. 
Joe has exhibited on three continents in individual and  group exhibitions since 1975. His 
work has been collected in  many galleries, such as the Art Gallery of NSW, Museum of 
Contemporary Art Sydney and the National Gallery of Victoria, as well as many private and 
public institutions in Europe and America. As part of the 700-year anniversary of the Swiss 
Confederation, Joe took part in ‘Swiss Artists in Australia 1777-1991’ with his work being 
exhibited alongside those of other great artists that have made a name for themselves in 
Australia – Webber, Liardet, Buvelot, Chevalier, Herman and Haefliger. Through his engaging 
contemporary art, ranging from drawings, paintings, portraits, posters and installations, to 
photography and video/audio, Joe expresses himself not only artistically but also politically 
and socially.

Joe’s interdisciplinary practice is informed from each medium through 
abstraction. In this work each panel is a work of its own right, painted 
panel and then photographed with shadows or objects that reveals the idea 
of photography as an abstract experience of light and dark registration.
“Abstraction informs us about material and process. 
The success historically is crucial to everyone in art education to find freedom 
of expression individually.” Abstraction teaches us to think abstract and is the 
most important way of learning about new ways of interpreting the world. 
I am particularly interested in photography as paintings, the image that 
registers light and shades to establish an intense dialogue with the viewer, 
and to challenge the conventions through which contemporary art is viewed.”
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christian roth
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Born and raised in Basel I moved to Zurich for my studies in engineering. In 1989 I migrated 
to Australia and married my wife Lindy in Adelaide. In my spare time of the following years 
I experimented with various clock concepts that had pre-occupied me for years. The first 
working prototypes emerged in 1992. 

Soon my two sons were born, and for the next 20 years I focused entirely on my family and 
career. When the kids left school my spare time returned and I woke up to my clocks, revisiting 
old concepts and creating new ones …

My grandfather was a clock maker in Solothurn, a little town in Switzerland. I never met him, 
but he passed on the gene that generates this irresistible passion for making clocks. 

My clocks combine art, engineering and function in an attempt to capture time. I favour 
unusual clock designs leading to unique sculptures of “Time Reflection“.

My first attempt at building a clock movement failed miserably: the movement stopped every 
2 or 3 hours, and sometimes came back to life when somebody clapped the hands near the 
clock. Since then my respect for my grandfather has skyrocketed and I decided to hereforth 
focus on the mechanics of time reflection rather than gears and springs.

Desert Wood Clock 
The wood for this clock comes from a desert near the Grand Canyon, California. It testifies that 
this has not always been a desert, the wood bears the marks of struggle and survival. Over 
time however it succumbed. 
With this clock I want to remind that we all go through the cycle of life, time and death.  

Bushfire Clock 
I found the burned wood log on a rocky beach near Manly (NSW, Australia), and I marvelled 
about the story it was telling me: A story about growing up, sweeping fires, floating in the sea 
and being bashed against the rocks. 
Like all organic matter the beach wood is recycled to nature, creating the base for new growth. 
My clock tries to capture this life cycle: As time unwinds itself, the burned dead wood meets 
new life.



dorothée heibel
www.dorotheeheibelart.com
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I was born into a family of artists. My father was a Graphic Designer, and so was my older 
sister. My mother was a genius with textiles, needle and thread and everything crafty. Due to 
the lack of money, we five children learned to appreciate the beauty of nature and the simple 
things in life from an early age.

In 1974 Australia’s light - so different to Switzerland’s - seemed to capture me in its web on the 
first day of our young family’s first arrival, as did the flora and fauna that was so foreign to us. 
The effect on my late husband and I was so strong that we were drawn back to this beautiful 
continent for good in 1983 in Sydney.

Present day here in the Hunter I am living in a yellow house again, as in my childhood back in 
Switzerland. A homestead that is surrounded by flora and fauna, an island in these turbulent 
times.

The love of colours, the artistic background and the appreciation of nature and simple, 
everyday things accompanied me throughout my life and are reflected in my creations.

I hope for these to engage the viewers, have them stand still for a moment and relax and 
maybe even smile.

Show them that there is a myriad of treasures to be preserved – not all is lost yet.

BRUSH WITH BEAUTY was an entry in a competition with the theme ‘The Seven Sins’. I chose 
‘Sloth’ and decided to represent it by laying down the brush midway through and leaving my 
work unfinished.  
Later I chose the complete half of this face for the creation of my business card, which over 
time has become synonymous with me and my work. 



helen mueller
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Originally from Switzerland and recently relocated from Sydney to Hobart, Helen Mueller came 
to printmaking in the mid 1990’s via an earlier career in the social sciences. Since then, she 
has exhibited consistently in Australia, Europe and Asia. Helen has a BA from the University of 
NSW, a BVA (Hons) from Sydney College of the Arts, the University of Sydney, and a MFA from 
NSW Art and Design, University of NSW. She has taught at a number of tertiary art schools 
and has more recently co-headed the Printmaking Department at the National Art School in 
Sydney. She is an active member of Sydney Printmakers.

Water, the survival (or not) of flora in the littoral zone, morphology, questions of ecology, 
connections and disconnections in the material world, these are all grist for Helen’s creative 
mill. She works mainly with relief processes to make images and objects.



nicole lötscher
https://cookstreetcollective.com.au/nicole-lotscher/
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Nicole Lötscher is a Mornington Peninsula Ceramicist who identifies strongly with her Swiss 
and Dutch heritage having spent much of her twenties and thirties living between Australia and 
Switzerland.

The human form and body language has always been a fascination of Lötscher’s and a decade 
spent working as a lifeguard at Zurich’s iconic Frauenbadi provided the perfect observation 
post. “I developed a sense that every body wears its life’s experiences like a mantle and that 
mannerisms and gestures can almost telegraph certain aspects of the wearer’s personality if 
you just observe keenly enough.”

“When I started working with clay it was a very natural progression for me to move from 
making traditionally shaped vessels to rendering the human body and specifically the female 
form.”

Lötscher’s collection from “Out on a Limb”, the joint exhibition with Baden Croft in February 
2021 at Merricks House Art Gallery, is an homage to particular women that she came to know 
and love from her time at the Frauenbadi.

The Artwork
Antonella. 2020
Pregnant torso, Fine Sculptural Clay
Antonella was a co-worker who was sublimely uninhibited,  
hilarious and generous with her affection.
Photography: Jack Cannon
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andre braun
https://colourspace.gallery/artists/andre-braun

Originally from Geneva, Switzerland, Andre Braun has been working as a Design Architect as 
well as a creative artist and photographer for the past 25 years in Australia.
 
Braun’s first solo exhibition started at the Bondi Pavilion Gallery in 2012. It followed by another 
solo expo two years later, at the Bondi Junction Library, in 2014.
 
In 2016, Braun participated at the Swiss-Oz Expo at the Bondi Pavilion. In the same year, Andre 
Braun was selected to create a wall painting at the Bondi Beach sea wall, with subsequent 
work on that same wall until recently. Further artwork have been produced in various locations 
of regional NSW.
 
Andre Braun has also been selected twice as part of the “Head on” Photographic Festival in 
Sydney, as an Associated Exhibitor.
 
Publications: Sydney Morning Herald 2012 / Wentworth Courier 2012 & 2017 Guardian 
Newspaper 2017 / ABC 2018

The illustration depicting the seagulls is part of a series which was part of the work presented 
at the exhibition “seagulls in the city”, organised by the Head On Photo Festival in May 2018.

The exhibition was looking at the connection and close encounter between seagulls and 
humans, sharing and over-looking Sydney, from a bird’s perspective.

The display of large seagull photographs with some very unique expression have been 
captured over several years, creating a dialogue of two worlds in the middle of the city.

The photographs were an attempt to capture the close relationship between birds and 
humans and the way they integrate in our city, displaying the beauty of these amazing flying 
creatures like never before.
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Pierre-Andre Ceschin
Instagram: upon_this_rock_pierre

Pierre-Andre Ceschin was born in 1960 in Zurich. He completed a monumental stonemason 
apprenticeship and worked as a stonemason in the family business until he moved to 
Melbourne in 1999.  
As a classically trained stonemason, Pierre-Andre creates hand crafted feature-walls and 
fireplaces and in his art practice, he has a strong focus on hand-carved typographical poems, 
artistically designed and meticulously engraved into various local rock faces. In addition  
Pierre-Andre creates sculptures with recycled local and imported stones/steel and wood. His 
artworks have been exhibited in galleries on the Mornington Peninsula and are held in private 
collections.

Piere-Andre lives, creates and works on the Mornington Peninsula.

Gold Bar Traffic
Recyled bluestone 22x23cm on timber base.
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edmond thommen
www.thommenart.com.au 
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Swiss-born and now living in Sydney, Edmond Thommen, describes himself first, and 
foremost, as a photographic artist. 

He grew up in Switzerland in the ’50s and ’60s where their world-famous graphic poster and 
design background may have had some influence on him. He arrived in Sydney in 1969.  
After school, he studied graphic design, which included his favourite subject: photography. 

After college, he started freelancing in various art studios. Eventually, he ended up with his own 
art studio. During those times he used his photography skills more in the advertising field. 
His career as a graphic designer took precedence over his photographic art ambitions. 
It also paid the bills with a wife (Gaby) and two boys (Oliver and Daniel). But shooting art nude 
models and textures to create his “blended nudes” was always in the background. He still has 
some black and white “blended nudes” images originally done in 1975. 

His artistic expression is a testament to years of careful observation in photography, 
composition, lighting and design. His skill set allows him to work with light and shades, play 
with compositions and absorb these into his new creations.

Photographic art has always been more than the image; it is a blending of a visual moment 
with the movement of the soul, the conveyance of emotion and the gentle awakening of the 
intent of the artist.

Blended Nudes takes Edmond'Ns mastery of colour and form to create works that intertwine 
the charisma of the human form with the organic urban experience.   
Subtle and thoughtful composition has resulted in works that have a unique playful personality. 
The use of blurred lines, soften edges and abstract concepts leave the viewer free to explore, 
imagine and form their own interpretation of the tones, textures and experience. 



natalie schell
Instagram @orca_ink

My name is Natalie Schell, also known as Orca ink. I was born in Switzerland but moved to 
Melbourne before I turned one year old. The designs you see before you are tattoo designs I 
created digitally during the COVID 19 lockdown.

From as early as I can remember I have always loved art. My parents recognised my passion 
and strongly encouraged me to paint and draw and do anything  artistic as often as possible. 
But I never believed in myself enough that it could become a career. I worked in music and 
events for 7 years; setting up for concerts around Melbourne specialising in the lighting sector. 
From Guns N Roses to Pink; from UFC to monster trucks. In 2017 I travelled to Bali for the 
first time. One night i heard a buzzing coming from a nearby hotel room. It was the sound of a 
tattoo machine. The tattooist looked up, welcomed me in, handed me the machine and I did my 
first tattoo (a mandala on a hand) right then and there. That moment changed my life forever. 
I became close friends with local Balinese tattoo artists and they took my under their wing. I 
volunteered in multiple studios, watching and learning as much as I could.

Eventually Australia called me home and I went back to working events, but I kept tattooing my 
friends on the side.

In November 2019, I had the amazing opportunity to go on tour for 2 months with the Imperial 
Russian Ballet around Australia and New Zealand as a lighting operator. But it was during that 
tour that I realised this wasn’t my future. Tattooing was. I said goodbye to working events and 
not long after found my way into a studio.  In a year and a half I am now working in one of the 
top shops in Melbourne.

Tattooing is the hardest but most rewarding thing I have ever perused. If you would like to see 
my work, you can find my tattoos on Instagram @orca_ink
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swissclubvictoria.com

Swiss Club of Victoria
89 Flinders Lane
Melbourne Vic 3000

E  info@swissclubvic.com.au
T  1300 893 968

fb.com/swissclubvic

instagram.com/swissclubvictoria
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